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Overview of Raise a Smile
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The site uses different titles for page links.

Shortest Title: Raise a Smile e.V. | Home | Bildung für
benachteiligte Kinder in Sambia
Longest Title: Raise a Smile: Zambian Children's Charity |
News | The Ladies of the Baobab Craft Shop! | Education &
Development for Vulnerable Children & Orphans in Zambia

The titles seem to be descriptive.

Good title: Raise a Smile: Zambian Children's Charity | NEWS
Education & Development for Vulnerable Children & Orphans
in Zambia
Bad title: Raise a Smile e.V. | News | Mambwe wird Gr�n |
Bildung f�r benachteiligte Kinder in Sambia

How many HTML pages are there? 

How many images?

Does the site use different or the same titles for the page links?

What is the shortest title length in characters and what is the
longest?

Do the titles seem to be descriptive or cryptic?

Is there an example of a good and poor title? Note an example
of both.



 

 

 

The site uses different titles for the meta description.

Shortest: Zambian children's charity Raise a Smile - Home -
Education & Development for Vulnerable Children & Orphans
in Zambia
Longest: Am 04. und 05. August ist es wieder so weit. Auf
der Burg in Friedland, 60 km südlich von Berlin, findet das
gemütliche Musikfestival Jenseits von Millionen statt.
Dieses Jahr unterstützt das Festival Raise a Smile e.V.
bereits zum 6. Mal in Folge. Raise a Smile e.V. stärkt
benachteiligte Kinder in Sambia durch Bildung. Unser Verein
leistet Entwicklungshilfe für Waisen und andere
unterpriviligierte Kinder in Sambia. Der Fokus unsere Arbeit
sind Bildungsprojekte.

The meta descriptions appears to be cryptic.

Does the site use different or same titles for the meta
description?

What is the shortest meta description length in characters and
what is the longest?

Do the meta descriptions seem to be descriptive or cryptic?



 

 

 

All of the meta data appears to follow the same poor layout.
There is never more description than what tab to find the
content under and the name of the program. Sometimes the
meta data isn't even written in English as the company
operates out of Germany. Here is an example of the poor
layout: Zambian children's charity Raise a Smile - NEWS -
Education & Development for Vulnerable Children & Orphans
in Zambia

Provide an example of a good meta description and include a
poor one if one exists. Explain why you think each is good or
poor.



 

 

 

Comparing Raise a Smile to top competitors it is obvious that
there is not much difference between them. The biggest
advantage that Raise a Smile has against competitors is that
they have a more comprehensive and streamline web design in
addition to having the most focused goal that can reach a more
specific audience.


